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Manufacturer Code of Conduct 
 

Since 1971 Eddyline has built world class kayaks and paddles and has endeavored to hold the company to the 

highest standards of ethics.  As our company has grown, doing the right thing has never been more important.  This 

code of conduct is intended to give our team members the information they need to guide their actions in an ever 

changing  environment. It is critical that Eddyline owners, managers and employees conduct themselves with the 

highest ethical standards so that we can earn the trust of our customers, suppliers, employees and the communities 

in which we operate. Following these guidelines will not only help us do the right things but will help us enhance our 

reputation as an outstanding and responsible corporate citizen. Our future success depends on it. 

 

1. Fair and Safe Supply Chains.  Eddyline shall abide by the Fair Labor Association Workplace Code of 

Conduct as outlined below: 

a. Employment Relationship - Employers shall adopt and adhere to rules and conditions of 

employment that respect workers and, at a minimum, safeguard their rights under national and 

international labor and social security laws and regulations. 

b. Nondiscrimination - No person shall be subject to any discrimination in employment, including 

hiring, compensation, advancement, discipline, termination or retirement, on the basis of gender, 

race, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, nationality, political opinion, social group or ethnic 

origin. 

c. Harassment or Abuse - Every employee shall be treated with respect and dignity. No employee 

shall be subject to any physical, sexual, psychological or verbal harassment or abuse. 

d. Forced Labor - There shall be no use of forced labor, including prison labor, indentured labor, 

bonded labor or other forms of forced labor. 

e. Child Labor - No person shall be employed under the age of 15 or under the age for completion of 

compulsory education, whichever is higher. 

f. Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining - Employers shall recognize and respect the 

right of employees to freedom of association and collective bargaining. 

g. Health, Safety and Environment - Employers shall provide a safe and healthy workplace setting to 

prevent accidents and injury to health arising out of, linked with, or occurring in the course of work 

or as a result of the operation of employers’ facilities. Employers shall adopt responsible measures 

to mitigate negative impacts that the workplace has on the environment. 

h. Hours of Work - Employers shall not require workers to work more than the regular and overtime 

hours allowed by the law of the country where the workers are employed. The regular work week 

shall not exceed 48 hours. Employers shall allow workers at least 24 consecutive hours of rest in 

every seven-day period. All overtime work shall be consensual. Employers shall not request 

overtime on a regular basis and shall compensate all overtime work at a premium rate. Other than 

in exceptional circumstances, the sum of regular and overtime hours in a week shall not exceed 60 

hours. 

i. Compensation - Every worker has a right to compensation for a regular work week that is sufficient 

to meet the worker’s basic needs and provide some discretionary income. Employers shall pay at 

least the minimum wage or the appropriate prevailing wage, whichever is higher, comply with all 

legal requirements on wages, and provide any fringe benefits required by law or contract. Where 



 

compensation does not meet workers’ basic needs and provide some discretionary income, each 

employer shall work with the FLA to take appropriate actions that seek to progressively realize a 

level of compensation that does. 

  



 

2. Materials Management.  Eddyline uses a variety of commercially available materials in the construction of 

its kayaks, paddles and accessories.  These materials are sourced directly from the material’s manufacturer, 

or through common commercial and retail suppliers.  Eddyline does not compound or formulate any 

chemical products from raw chemical components.  All construction materials are used according to the 

manufacturer’s recommended practices, including safety procedures. As part of its commitment to the 

environment and the health and safety of our workers and customers, Eddyline shall follow these material 

management standards: 

a. Maintain a manufacturer restricted substance list (“RSL”) and review it annually 

b. Adhere to all legal requirements related to the purchase, usage and disposal of chemicals 

c. Provide our suppliers with our chemicals management policy and our expectations for their 

adherence to these standards 

d. Maintain a materials inventory and a valid Safety Data Sheet (“SDS”) for each processing chemical 

stored and used on site 

e. Clearly post information about hazards associated with each material formulation in the storage 

and use areas 

f. Provide staff with appropriate training and protective equipment to meet manufacturers use 

standards 

g. Notify dealer customers immediately if any materials or products cannot met the requirements of 

the RSL 

3. Environmental Standards.  As part of its commitment to the environment, Eddyline shall follow these 

standards: 

a. Recycled Materials.  Eddyline shall recycle at least 90% of its scrap plastic byproduct and at least 

90% of its cardboard packaging waste.  The Company will regularly look for additional 

opportunities to recycle. 

b. Environmental  Standards.  Eddyline aims to minimize the environmental footprint of packing while 

ensuring that the packaging is effective in serving its purpose.  Eddyline sources 100% of its 

cardboard packaging from suppliers who are Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI®) and Forest 

Stewardship Council® (FSC) certified.   

4. Review and Compliance.  Eddyline shall annually review our Manufacturer’s Code of Conduct to ensure 

our compliance and adherence with our standards. 

 

  



 

Manufacturer Restricted Substances List 

 

1. Usage Range.  Eddyline manufacturers kayaks and paddles, and resells related accessories.  These 

products fall within three usage ranges as it relates to dermal exposure: usage range A for next to skin and 

baby articles, usage range B for occasional skin contact; and usage range C for no intended skin contact.  

The following is a breakout of Eddyline’s product by its usage range: 

a. Usage Range A: kayak seats, seat covers, apparel and paddle shafts 

b. Usage Range B: kayaks, spray skirts 

c. Usage Range C: all other products 

2. Testing Matrix.   

a. Eddyline does not use any item from the Restricted Substance List in excess of limits established 

by acceptable international standards and the individual standards established by the company’s 

dealer customers.  In cases where acceptable levels of restricted substances are listed, the 

substance amount and usage range are listed in the RSL Table.  

b. If in the future Eddyline incorporates any new substance from the RSL in its manufacturing 

process, it will update the RSL and publish a revised list and notify vendors immediately of the 

change.  

3. RSL Table.  Eddyline seeks to adhere to the REI Private Label’s Manufacturer’s Restricted Substance List 

(“REI MRSL”) wherever possible and applicable, and in all cases within legal limits in the jurisdictions where 

our products are sold.  Below are the known variances to REI MRSL along with explanations: 

 

Substance Maximum Concentration 
Limit in PPM 

Compliance with 
Relevant Standards 

Reason for Deviation 

Diphenylmethane-4,4-
diisocyanate (MDI)  
101-68-8 

0.1% maximum 
concentration, trace 
presence only in final 
products 

EPA RCRA 
REACH regulation EU  

Foam for construction of 
paddles 

Butylbenzyl phthalate 
(BBP).   
85-68-7 

Maximum level of 0.1% of 
homogenous material by 
weight for product usage 
group A, B and C, 

EU Restriction of 
Hazardous Substances 
(RoHS 2), Directive 
2011/65/EU  
 

Plasticizer / activator in 
adhesive agents for 
bonding plastic in kayak 
construction 

Dimethyl phthalate (DMP) 
131-11-3 

Legal airborne permissible 
exposure limit of 5 mg/m3 
averaged over an 8 hour 
shift, trace presence only 
in final products 

OSHA 1910.132 Fiberglass catalyst – 
paddles/molds 

 

 

https://partners2.rei.com/content/uploads/REI-Restricted-Substances-List-RSL-20181.pdf

